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Iowa in perspective: The delegate math is what
matters most
By Jerry H. Goldfeder

Now that the Iowa near tie has set in, let’s put it in
some electoral perspective. Not since the Mayor of
Irvington, New York, was “elected” by picking a
lucky coin out of a hat have we seen a tie vote in
New York. That was 2005, the very same year a tie
was broken for Cold Spring Trustee in Putnam
Valley by seeing who drew the longer Brooks
Brothers collar stay. No need to resort to such
unconventional rituals in the Hawkeye State — after
all, eight votes is still a clear win. And no recount was
even necessary.
And that’s the dirty secret here. After putting aside
the importance of bragging rights, there were no
delegates at stake. None. Iowa’s caucus was only a
straw poll. And the voting was not even confined to
“real” Republicans. Any Democrat or Independent
voter was able to register as a Republican, even for
the day, and vote in the caucus.
So, in a contest for the nomination, where 1,144

delegates are needed to win, the Iowa vote did not
actually move the ball. Sure, Mitt Romney got out of
the gate with a decent start, Michele Bachmann
dropped out, Rick Santorum became a player and
Rick Perry looks weaker.
But even in a world where poll numbers, money and
expectations are of great significance, candidates who
forget the Democratic race in 2008 do so at their
own peril: It is the slow and steady accumulation of
delegates that wins the day. Ask Hillary Clinton.
When Barack Obama, during the cold month of
February four years ago, inched forward after two
dozen caucuses and primaries, he took the delegate
lead and never lost it.
This year, it appears that several Republican
candidates have the potential to make it a monthslong race. No doubt, some might even dream of a
nomination going all the way to the convention, as it
did during the Ford-Reagan slugfest at the
Republican Convention in 1976.
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The New Hampshire vote, like Iowa’s, also allows
Independents to register as Republicans and vote in
the primary. The state has 12 delegate votes at stake,
but awards its delegates in proportion to the vote
totals. There will be no knock-out punch on the
delegate vote there.

is restricted to Republicans. By then, “Big Mo,” as
George H.W. Bush used to refer to big momentum,
may be the dominant news story. But voters are
funny about retaining their options until they actually
cast a ballot. Perhaps, then, only after Florida will we
see a real front-runner in the race for delegates.

South Carolina, with 25 delegates up for grabs on
Jan. 21, is a modified, winner-take-all primary,
awarding delegates to the highest vote-getters in
congressional districts as well as in the state-wide
vote. While there will be a clear winner that night,
the candidates will have to worry about getting
Democrats and Independent voters to succeed —
because in that state any registered voter may cast a
ballot for president in the Republican primary. That
won’t change the raw math, but might affect
Republican voters down the line in uncertain ways.

Keep your scorecards at the ready.
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Only when we get to Florida on the last day of
January will there be a winner-take-all primary which
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